
Reproductive management in the dairy herd and a
surprise!

by Jason Deakin 13 days ago

Vet Finals
@VetFinals

A MONTH AGO

You are performing a routine mid season scan in a seasonal calving dairy herd. Some of the cows
presented as not seen bulling are showing obvious bull marks when you examine them. Other
cows that should be 60 days plus in calf show up empty. What do you suspect is going on?



Vet Finals
@VetFinals

A MONTH AGO

And what do you want to ask the farmer?



Amber Perryman
@citrusbeast

A MONTH AGO

@VetFinals Check that records are correct and you are examining the correct cows. Check that
farmer is correctly assessing bulling - what heat detection system are they using?



Ewan Macaulay
@ewanmacaulay1

A MONTH AGO

@VetFinals Ask about heat detection, and recording of cows served etc? #vetfinals



Amalia
@AmaliaEShaw

A MONTH AGO

@VetFinals Poor heat detection? Want to ask about how they heat detect? Check records are
correct. #vetfinals



Vet Finals
@VetFinals

A MONTH AGO

We're on to something here guys - most of you suspecting an issue with heat detection. Farmer
says he heat detects 4 times a day for 20 min...
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James Bishop
@bishj1995

A MONTH AGO

@VetFinals where/when does he observe heat, what does he determine as heat, is there
adequate loafing area? #vetfinals



Vet Finals
@VetFinals

A MONTH AGO

@bishj1995 Very good James...he's detection when he collects the cows for milking in the
morning and when they go back out. Same in the evening. Any comments #vetfinals



Hattie Algar
@HattieAlgar

A MONTH AGO

@VetFinals @bishj1995 Billing behaviour very tricky to accurately detect around milking
#vetfinals



Rhys Hopkins
@rhyshopkins95

A MONTH AGO

@VetFinals @bishj1995 Not a great time to heat detect! Should ve detecting when cows are
settled at grass a while after milking or feeding #vetfinals



Vet Finals
@VetFinals

A MONTH AGO

So heat detection potentially not at the correct times...how will you convince him thought that he
is doing it wrong? You are the new god he is at it for the last 20 years! #vetfinals



o
@OwenPRees

A MONTH AGO

@VetFinals Show him his data, and the targets for the national herd. Heat detection advice is
also available from sources like AHDB Dairy. #vetfinals



Amber Perryman
@citrusbeast

A MONTH AGO

@VetFinals Show him the farm down the road who do it differently and are making more profit!
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Vet Finals
@VetFinals

A MONTH AGO

You need to get some evidence that he is missing heats. We're not going down the road,
biosecurity! What records have you available to help you? You totally have this, no need to run
to the boss, leave that for the calls where you are really stuck!



Vet Finals
@VetFinals

A MONTH AGO

Data is your answer! Get his breeding chart, be it paper or digital and do some repeat interval
calculations...



Vet Finals
@VetFinals

A MONTH AGO

@OwenPRees Data is the way to go...numbers!



Vet Finals
@VetFinals

A MONTH AGO

18-24 days: 28% 36-48 days: 43% What does this mean?



Hattie Algar
@HattieAlgar

A MONTH AGO

@VetFinals Cows cycling ok (i.e. 18-24 day intervals between heats) but missing lots as 43%
being missed once then re-served on second time round! #vetfinals



Amber Perryman
@citrusbeast

A MONTH AGO

@VetFinals The majority of the girls (72%) are being missed on their first cycle and only picked
up on their 2nd, or 3rd!
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Vet Finals
@VetFinals

A MONTH AGO

Very good, most of you are picking up that the 3:6 week ratio is all over the place. Numbers are
scare but all your friend. You will have to explain it to him but having numbers there might
help...#vetfinals



Vet Finals
@VetFinals

A MONTH AGO

So...you have convinced him! He admits that he finds heat detection laborious and is wondering
can you make life easier for him...he will start using tail paint but is now also wondering about
synchronisation! #vetfinals



Vet Finals
@VetFinals

A MONTH AGO

Will synchronisation help him? What will you tell him? The #vetfinals



Harry
@hdance0208

A MONTH AGO

@VetFinals synchronisation will help him make sure all cows get a first serve by giving him a set
time to AI, however does not guarantee conception #vetfinals



Charlotte R
@strangecharm94

A MONTH AGO

@VetFinals If he struggles/doesn't have resources synchronisation using either Ovysynch or
PRID/CIDR protocols can help - tighten calving and predictable oestrus with fixed time AI.



Vet Finals
@VetFinals

A MONTH AGO

So: what sync treatment would you advice for this farmer? Think expense vs success here
#vetfinals
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Rhys Hopkins
@rhyshopkins95

A MONTH AGO

@VetFinals Prostaglandin and heat detection would be cheapest and least amount of
treatments. Prid synch would give best conception rates but most expensive. Ovsynch probably
half way house #Vetfinals



Vet Finals
@VetFinals

A MONTH AGO

@rhyshopkins95 Correct on the cost! But...cows can have a various response to PG depending
on where they are in the cycle in relation to their follicular waves, so a spread. More days of heat
detecting...poor farmer #vetfinals



Ewan Macaulay
@ewanmacaulay1

A MONTH AGO

@VetFinals PRID, leave in place for 7 days, PG on 6th and then remove PRID on 7th day.
Observe for heat in the following days and AI as appropriate #vetfinals



Vet Finals
@VetFinals

A MONTH AGO

So some of you are talking progesterone devices. Tell me more about the protocols you are
thinking off/have heard off. What would give you the optimum result? #vetfinals



Ewan Macaulay
@ewanmacaulay1

A MONTH AGO

@VetFinals Can leave PRID/CIDR in place for 7 days before removal. On 6th day administer
PGF2a, then observe for heat from day 8 onwards and serve when in heat #vetfinals



LouiseDunsby
@Louise_Dunsby

A MONTH AGO

@VetFinals insert PRID/CIDR then give a PG injection 6 days later, remove PRID 24 hours after
injection and should come into heat in around 24 hours observe and then serve
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Vet Finals
@VetFinals

A MONTH AGO

@ewanmacaulay1 Can do that but...still quite a bit risk of persistent follicles with aged oocytes if
you don't give GnRH up front. So go with that and then extend your device with a day to make
sure endogenous CL is responsive #vetfinals



Vet Finals
@VetFinals

A MONTH AGO

Ok to avoid a barrage of options: The most reliable but also most expensive option cost wise is:
Day 0: GnRH and insert device. Day 7 PG, Day 8 pull.



Vet Finals
@VetFinals

A MONTH AGO

You tell me: When will most come in heat?



Becky Cooper
@becky__cooper

A MONTH AGO

@VetFinals Day 10 / 56 hours after removal #Vetfinals



Vet Finals
@VetFinals

A MONTH AGO

With that protocol 95% of the cows will come in heat within 2-3 days after removal - very good
guys. Now to avoid the poor man having to heat detect over night it may be helpful to pull in the
evening as the first cows will start coming in at 36 hrs. #vetfinals



Lets leave heat detection and move onto heifers!

Vet Finals
@VetFinals

A MONTH AGO

His heifers are on an out farm. He wants to sync and do FTAI. Where are my people that wanted
to go with PG 2 injections 11 days apart? Would that work? When AI? #vetfinals
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LouiseDunsby
@Louise_Dunsby

A MONTH AGO

@VetFinals PG injections 11 days apart work great for heifers, less so for lactating cows. Can AI
either once at around 72-80 hours or once at 72 and once at 96 after second injection



Vet Finals
@VetFinals

A MONTH AGO

@rhyshopkins95 @ewanmacaulay1 OVSYNC can work but means a lot more drugs and a lot
more handlings. This poor farmer will be driving up and down a lot if you go that route. Less is
more. 2 PG 11 days apart, AI at 72 and 96 hrs. #vetfinals



Vet Finals
@VetFinals

A MONTH AGO

Heifers have (in general) 3 waves. 2 PG injections 11 days apart will get all of them in heat in a
short window. And its cheap too! #vetfinals



Vet Finals
@VetFinals

A MONTH AGO

Ok so we now have kind of sorted the cows and heifers. Did I mention the farm dog? She's a very
hyper collie normally which normally comes to say hello and hangs out but today se seems very
quiet and off form #vetfinals



Remember in this job it's all creatures great and small!

Harry
@hdance0208

A MONTH AGO

@VetFinals lets hope he hasnt given her ivermectin! #vetfinals



Vet Finals
@VetFinals

A MONTH AGO

@hdance0208 EXCELLENT point Harry - collies and ivermectin are no friends!!!
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Vet Finals
@VetFinals

A MONTH AGO

Mollie the collie is a 2.5 year old entire collie. The farmer thinks she was in heat 2 months ago...
Any more questions? #vetfinals



Jamie Lam
@JGLam6

A MONTH AGO

@VetFinals Any entire male dogs on site? Any chance she could have been mated? #vetfinals



James Bishop
@bishj1995

A MONTH AGO

@VetFinals Vaccinated, PU/PD? V+/D+? #vetfinals



Vet Finals
@VetFinals

A MONTH AGO

So Mollie the collie has been off food for the last week, seems to be drinking a lot
alright...common things are common...there is a bit of a smell off her too...#vetfinals



Jamie Lam
@JGLam6

A MONTH AGO

@VetFinals Thinking pyo, gently check for abdo pain, check if there's any vulval discharge
#vetfinals



James Bishop
@bishj1995

A MONTH AGO

@VetFinals Pyo? Could do a rectal palpation to feel if uterus is enlarged? #vetfinals



Ewan Macaulay
@ewanmacaulay1

A MONTH AGO

@VetFinals @hdance0208 IMAGING!! #vetfinals
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Harry
@hdance0208

A MONTH AGO

@VetFinals @LaurieBarrow4 @rhyshopkins95 Think she might need a scan! #vetfinals
#imaging



Vet Finals
@VetFinals

A MONTH AGO

More than likely a pyo for Mollie. You can scan and run bloods to see - but ultimately she will
have to come in to the small animal part doesn't she? #vetfinals



Vet Finals
@VetFinals

A MONTH AGO

So blood results show inflammatory picture, ultrasound shows that there is content in the
uterus. What next? #vetfinals



Amber Perryman
@citrusbeast

A MONTH AGO

@VetFinals If closed / doesn't want pups - spay If open, wants pups in future - can medically
manage. Fluids, prostaglandins, progesterone-receptor antagonists



Harry
@hdance0208

A MONTH AGO

@VetFinals If he wants to breed from her...How much discharge is present? Evaluate distension
of the uterus.. is the cervix closed? If doesnt want to breed... spey #vetfinals



Vet Finals
@VetFinals

A MONTH AGO

Young dog and she is a good worker on the farm so he may want to breed. How would you treat
medically #vetfinals



Ewan Macaulay
@ewanmacaulay1

A MONTH AGO

@VetFinals Aglepristone (alizin) and supportive tx (NSAIDs, fluids etc.) #vetfinals
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Ewan Macaulay
@ewanmacaulay1

A MONTH AGO

@VetFinals Two doses, 24hrs apart? #vetfinals



Vet Finals
@VetFinals

A MONTH AGO

For open pyo aglepristone is the way to go. Day 1,2,8 and may continue on until uterus is clear.
Yeas broad spectre AB as the uterus likes making biofilms. Be careful with PG - not only side
effects but also not licensed! #vetfinals



Vet Finals
@VetFinals

A MONTH AGO

So we're going to give it a go and treat Mollie medically. And once she is well tell the farmer to
breed at next heat to avoid another episode! #vetfinals
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